PARENTS, ATTENTION PLEASE!
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When a problem arises with one of our students it is necessary to solve it right away. But there are times that solving a problem with the teacher and guidance alone is not enough. So, we tend to call the attention of parents for them to better understand the problem and clarify things and respect the opinion of both sides.

In some way, calling the parents to come to school have a positive and negative reaction to them. When you send a text message or a letter, some of the parents will just ignore them. But do they didn’t know what is the benefit of it?

Most of the negative behavior students possessed usually begins in their homes. The parents, not knowingly should be responsible on this. They should know every little detail about their child. They should be the first one to know or learn if their children face difficulties or anything they might struggle. When the absence of attention occurs, that becomes one of the problems that arises. Most of the parents didn’t know the fact what their children have been through. So, what happens is that the school become their outlet to bring out what they really want. They even express their feelings and thoughts in a negative way. Likewise, their actions bring conflicts not only to themselves but also with the others resulting to different consequences. They tend to engage in different activities in and out of the school, and a big chance violating of school rules and regulation. They also engage to peers that may not be a good influence to them affecting their studies. And these peer influences sometimes bring them to cut their classes and not attending their classes at all. Likewise, they might involve in some illegal ways or acts outside the school premises.
With these, we are all calling the attention of parents for them to figure out what might be the cause of some actions their child tends to commit. We cannot solve their problems alone; we need your cooperation your full attention for us to create a solution. We need your attention for your child not to lose their hope and forgot what they dream of. We need your attention and a lot of affection toward your own child. Make your attention present in every situation. Let us build their dreams together for them to reach their future in a right way.
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